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1 Introduction and Summary 

1.1 This Access Strategy has been prepared to support the Development Framework 

Document (DFD) for the Garden Community. The access strategy complements the 

Outline Bus, Pedestrian and Cycle Strategies, in particular explain the vehicle access to  

RDR2/Domsey Lane/Essex Regiment Way and RDR1 and how this is complementary 

to the Modal Share Targets. 

1.2 In that context, the vehicle access strategy as a component of the overall access strategy 

has the following objectives: 

 To limit the quantum of development which takes direct access from RDR1, 

consistent with travel to the new Beaulieu Station, Commercial Area at the Station 

and the adjacent Springfield and Colchester Road employment areas to be by non-

car means. 

 To restrict the crossing of Domsey Lane to Non-Car Modes excepting the RDR2, so 

that non-car modes form a major part of access to the Essex Regiment Way 

Sustainable Travel Corridor (ERSTC) and towards Broomfield Hospital. 

 To recognise that these objectives, combined with the logical use of the RDR2, 

mean that access to the RDR2 is required for a number of development parcels to 

accord with the overall strategy. 

1.3 To illustrate this access strategy Figures 1.1 to 1.3, demonstrate: 

 Figure 1.1 - the routes by modes  

 Figure 1.2 – the bus routes 

 Figure 1.3 – the vehicle access by area 
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Figure 1.1: Access Routes 

 

Figure 1.2: Bus Routes 
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Figure 1.3: Access by Parcels – Pre and Post Mineral Extraction 
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2 Detailed Explanation of the Access Strategy  

2.1 Detailed comments on the DFD in relation to access, have been received from Essex 

County Council dated 4th February 2022. Table 2.1 sets out the ECC comments and we 

have subsequently in this section addressed the comments, in detail in relation to: 

 Overall Movement Strategy  

 RDR2 

 Domsey Lane 

 Essex Regiment Way  

 RDR1 

 General Comments  
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ECC 
Ref 

ECC Comment MB Response 

35 

A summary of the constraints presented by transport infrastructure, which 
will mainly be off the site, should be presented. For example, the CNEB and 

Essex Regiment Way will be barriers to movement across them. Domsey 
Lane poses different constraints. The 2nd paragraph is irrelevant to this 

section – it does not relate to constraints. 

The infrastructure coming forward actually affords many opportunities, which can be seen 
from the illustration below; 
 

(i) The CNEB Bypass relieves traffic from both Essex Regiment Way and the 
RDR between roundabouts 2 and 4, which allows for the non-car initiatives 

set out in the DFD Appendices to come forward 
(ii) The Movement Strategy for Beaulieu delivers high quality links by Active and 

Non-Car Modes to the new railway station 
(iii) The Master Plan can be designed, so that the access by non-car means for 

the area east of the NE Bypass Phase 1, prioritise for movements towards 
Beaulieu Station and the ERWSTC to be by non-car means 

(iv) The RDR2 provides a logical vehicle access point, consistent with priority to 
the destinations to the south and west being by non – car means 

 
In that context, the constraints have been used in the Master Planning Process to create 

clear and tangible benefits for non-car users, consistent with the confirmed target.  
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Overall Movement Strategy: 
Objective: It is suggested that the objective of the strategy is to deliver the 

transport elements of the Vision i.e., A Livewell Community (Inclusive 
Neighbourhoods) and Carbon Zero Neighbourhood (Circular Economy, Active 
Travel, Enhanced Connections) and meet the TCPA Garden City Principles 

too. It is to facilitate a culture of sustainable, minimum-CO2 and healthy travel 
behaviour, while achieving good social, economic and environmental 

outcomes. The Garden City Transport Principle, which should be set out here, 
is: Integrated and accessible transport systems, with walking, cycling and 
public transport designed to be the most attractive forms of local transport. 

 
Guiding principles: It would be appropriate to make reference to active travel 

generally (not just for recreational purposes) playing a part in the health of 
community. 

See Section 3  
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The transport network needs to perform well through all stages of the 
development, as well as in the long term. Given the multiple OPAs and 
external factors (e.g., the CNEB, neighbouring landowner’s cooperation 

and new Station), this will be a significant challenge that should be 
reflected in the objective and strategies. 

It is not clear why it is necessary to say ‘the majority’ of the cycle network will 
be segregated from vehicular traffic? What is ‘possible’ could, conversely, be 

excessive too. Segregation of cyclists from pedestrians is a government 
supported principle, which should be the default design objective unless there 
are strong overriding reasons not to. The following is a suggested revision to 
the first guiding principle: Provision of a connected, highly accessible, safe 
movement network, which provides high quality routes for pedestrians and 

cyclists, with the cycle network, where practicable, segregated from 
pedestrians and vehicular traffic (except in areas where traffic speeds and 

flows are low’. 
Bus stops should be within 400m walking distance. 

Multiple car club cars will need to be available within a short walk of 
every home for occupiers to be assured that their transport needs 

are going to be met if they don’t keep a private vehicle themselves. 
Further to the Garden City Transport Principle, there needs to be a 
guiding principle here that clearly states the fundamental layout of 
the place favours walking, cycling and public transport. How is that 

achieved, for instance, from east to west with a primary street 
providing such direct access for cars? 

The bus only gateway-strategy must be explored and explained 
further. It would appear, for example that most of Park Farm Village 
(1000 dwellings?) would have very quick access by car to RDR1. 

Similarly, Great Belstead Village has short, direct car routes to 
ERW and RDR2; why would this encourage anyone get on the bus 

to the city centre (bearing in mind the walk to the bus stops too), 
given they have their own car? 

Given the limited accesses to Hawthorn Village there is, perhaps, 
higher potential to make car trips much less attractive across 
to/from the Essex Regiment Way roundabout. Could one-way 

general traffic with contraflow bus lanes on the two accesses to 
Hawthorn Village 

Into the medium term at least, the exit capacities of the motor 
vehicle accesses onto the surrounding road network should be 

limited (e.g., with single lane entry), with bus lanes as required, to 
balance the transport provision further in favour of non-car modes, 

as set out in the TCPA Garden City transport guidance. Land to 
increase exit capacity should be reserved for use in the longer term, 

only if agreed mode share targets are achieved and demand 
materialises following all the other sustainable transport 
interventions and safety being the primary consideration. 
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It is noted that the images are to be updated, which is good because they don’t 
show all the Movement network adequately. Of note is the absence of the 

primary and secondary walking and cycling networks. 
 

All access points (including pedestrian and cyclist ones) should be shown with 
clear definition of which modes will be provided for. This will include from the 

CNEB and ERW and any crossings of them. 
The Principle Means of Vehicular Access as set out in the SoCG (2.8) included 
only two new intermediate junctions with the RDR2, which is what is expected, 

not four. 
 

The Manual for Streets recommended user hierarchy – pedestrian, cyclist, bus 
users, specialist service vehicles, other motor traffic – should be considered in 

order and conclusions shown at this stage in this design stage of CGC. As 
noted above, some of the ‘leisure trails’ shown on the illustrative masterplan 
should be to adoptable specification, as they’re of strategic importance for 
active travel within and through the OPA areas. The streets on the ‘Road 

Hierarchy’ plan are all shown overlaying the independent these routes without 
justification; by default, priority should go to pedestrian/ cycle routes that cross 
streets and only change to vehicular priority where appropriate and necessary. 

How ‘appropriate and necessary’ is determined should be described for 
consideration. 

 
The central east-west spine road between the new Essex Regiment Way 

Roundabout and Hawthorn Village must not become a barrier to north-south 
active travel 

See Section 3 

104 

Land Budget Plan 
A bus gate is shown in the middle of Domsey Lane. This is inconsistent 

with the IMP but may have overriding merit in terms of reducing vehicular 
traffic between ERW and areas to the east. The accesses off Domsey 
Lane and Pratts Farm Lane should be shown as such on the access 

parameter plan. 
 

Suitable convenient, access must be provided to the CVP&R terminal to 
make it as easy as possible for CGC residents to access it by 

walking/cycling (/other micro mobility mode if legal), including from buses 
that pass within 800m of but not accessing it. This will be a new access to 

show too. 
 

Further details of the access from the east of Channels are required for 
consideration. 

 
It is noted that the access between RDR1 roundabouts 3 and 4 was not 

envisaged in the SoCG. Further detail is required. It will only be considered 
if restricted to left-in, left-out manoeuvres. This will prevent two-way bus 

See Section 4  
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services from the Station. 
 

A grade separated crossing for pedestrians and cyclists is expected to the 
west of Roundabout 4, which would be an access. The SoCG clearly states 
the principle means of vehicular access is to be via a new Gateway junction 

with the A130, Essex Regiment Way – referred to as roundabout 11 - 
between the existing Pratts Farms Lane roundabout and Wheelers Hill 

roundabout. The Pratts Lane Roundabout shall only provide access to the 
OPA area for buses and non-motorised users to avoid prejudicing the Park 

and Ride service. The only new vehicular access off Pratts Farm Lane 
roundabout that will be considered is a bus only one; therefore, if the ‘CGC 
Innovation Hub’ (employment site) is to be retained south of the CVP&R, it 
will need to be accessed from internal streets. ECC’s clear view is that the 

employment site should be located to the north of CVP&R (as 
previously proposed) to minimise vehicular traffic on internal streets leading to 

this area and the need for larger carriageways as a result. 
 

Intensification of use of Pratts Farm Lane itself by vehicles will not be 
acceptable either. 

 
The rationale for the locations and sizes of the village centres, mobility hubs 
and large employment areas is not entirely clear with respect to active travel 

ambitions. A spatial analysis model should be presented to quantify where the 
optimum walking catchment distribution of the three village centres would be 
and what it is ‘as proposed’. By simple inspection, it would appear that Great 
Belstead and Willow Hill should be east and south of the respective primary 

schools for this reason and to take better advantage of the primary cycle 
routes. This would make it easier for active travel mode trips and less 

attractive for car trips. At present, area HA-7 which is the most central to the 
three villages would be some 800m from a local centre. 

 
The Great Belstead Village Local centre is clearly aimed at providing for motor 

car borne customers (with a prominent car park to the front like Beaulieu’s it 
could be suspected too). It is not clear that there would be significant synergy 

with the Chelmer Valley Park and Ride site as a rational for its present 
location. As presented, it would be approximately 1800m to walk to Willow Hill 
Village local centre (via the mid Domsey Lane crossing) and 1600m to Park 

Farm local centre (via the south Domsey Lane crossing) from Great Belstead 
Village. Willow Hill and Park Farm are 1200m apart. Similarly, Willow Hill’s 

local centre is clearly not in the ideal location for the local walking and cycling 
trips. 

 
Park Farm Village would appear to have the largest potential walking 

catchment including north Beaulieu but appears tiny in comparison to Great 
Belstead with no retail; is this rational? It is also remote from the secondary 
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mobility hub, which is on a primary street. It is suggested the mobility hub and 
centre should be close together. 

Hawthorn Village local centre straddles a primary street; is this designing a 
safe, walkable place? 

Changes to avoid any need for buses to cross the CNEB at the RDR2 
interchange should be considered, as this will always be an area of low 

patronage. Moreover, only one mobility hub is shown, which it appears may be 
insufficient. It is suggested that the hub for the sports pitches could be at the 

north end of Hawthorn Village, which would make it more accessible by 
residents. 

Grade separated crossings cannot be ruled out at this stage on the RDR2 to 
provide safe connectivity to the parcels north of it. If not done already, the 

feasibility of changing the alignment of RDR2, making it more sinuous 
perhaps, to accommodate all the residential development wanted to the south 
of it, should be investigated, as this will reduce the costs and or risk of people 

crossing it. 
Illustrative Masterplan 

110 

Illustrative Masterplan 
Walking distances between residential parcels and destinations within the 
CGC area need to be reviewed. This should be through the Walking and 

Cycling Strategy. 
Further detailed transport assessment of this overall masterplan layout is 
needed to evidence how well the Garden City Transport Principle (GCTP) 

would be achieved by it. A piecemeal approach, using OPA Transport 
Assessments, may miss critical opportunities, for example within individual 

villages as they aren’t all under a single developer. 
 

As it stands, the highway authority does not agree to all nine accesses 
apparently proposed off the RDR2. This includes minor accesses to the 

parcels north, junctions with Domsey Lane and the four primary streets as well. 
The SGS4 SoCG plan envisaged only two accesses off the RDR2. Every 

access will have impacts on its strategic traffic movement performance and 
safety risks, which need to be considered carefully. The explanation of why 

compromising on these should be accepted needs to be set out in the Overall 
Movement Strategy. 

 
It is further suggested that the four primary street accesses proposed off the 

RDR2 would work against the GCTP by enabling most of the northern area to 
have unrestricted, quick car access to the major roads, undermining the 

reasons for the bus gateways proposed. 
 

The advantages and disadvantages of the strategy behind the proposed bus 
only gateways need to be thoroughly assessed and explained in the 

Movement Strategy. As it is, while the bus only gateways shown restrict some 

See Section 5  
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car movements, most potential car trips within the OPAs’ area would not be 
restricted 

 

114 

The primary streets appear to provide very direct and convenient access from 
the RDR2 or ERW. It is not immediately clear how this advantages buses? 

Speed management is also a concern. It should be noted that the area 
reserved for Park and Ride extension is subject to ongoing discussions. 

The detail of the junctions with Domsey Lane need to be set out to a high 
level of detail in the OPA. Further details of the middle one were expected 

with the masterplan details to provide assurance on its feasibility? 
This presumes that access to the Innovation Hub from Pratts Farm 

Roundabout is acceptable; this is not agreed. 

This is not accepted 
 

The most probable external destinations are a) Chelmsford City Centre b) the new Beaulieu 
Railway Station and c) the local employment areas and through the use of the bus only and 

cycle only sections of road, there is a clear distance advantage for journeys by non-car 
modes. 

 
The connections to the RDR2 will be using to roads designed to a 20mph speed limit. 

 
Illustration General Arrangement details will be contained in the OPA’s 

 

 

120/ 
121 

Willow Hill Village. 
 

In common with all the areas where strategic green space separates the 
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main built-up areas, there needs to be pedestrian/cycle links across the 
greenspace to match local desire lines. One should not have to travel 

around the perimeter on foot/cycle to the vehicular accesses to access the 
neighbouring blocks. 

The primary street (which should not run between school and local 
centre) is unusual in appearing to be through a wide green corridor, 

whereas most others are through residential blocks with less significant 
planting margins. A measurement system to ensure that all streets have 

appropriate, consistent tree cover should be considered. 
The ‘leisure trail’ (primary footway/ cycle track along the RDR2 is almost 

obscured by the road. It must have a generous planted margin between it 
and the carriageway. Priority for pedestrians and cyclists crossing the 

primary streets will be expected. ‘RDR2 provides excellent connectivity to all 
the neighbouring villages and beyond.’… It will be challenging to achieve 

high non- car mode share. 
It is not clear how parcel CZ - 3 is proposed to be accessed. 

 
 

This will be addressed through the OPA’s 

122/ 
123 

Hawthorn Village 
There’s a risk this village could feel isolated. Compared to the other areas, 
the occupants have much longer distances to drive to the main roads with 

the proposal as it stands but so other modes will also have greater 
distances too, which will encourage car travel. It is more important, 
therefore, that successful day to day amenities, services and work 

opportunities are provided and secured to avoid the need to travel out of 
the village. 

This alone is not sufficient, however. The opportunity for competitive 
advantage for active travel needs to be realised through provision of new and 
improved routes out of the village. Most significantly, this means an additional 

foot/ cycle bridge across the CNEB is required. The broad location of this 
bridge should be shown on the plans. This and the design must not frustrate 

the subsequent stages of the CNEB. Other links to Beaulieu, which will need to 
run outside of the OPA areas also need to be 

provided. 

This is not accepted; this area will have with reference to the Land Use Plan a) the shortest 
journey to the station being by cycle and on foot and b) then by bus. 

 
The restrictions in crossing of the CNEB have been used to maximum effect to prioritise 

non-car means  

Table 2.1: ECC Comments and Responses 
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3 Overall Movement Strategy 

3.1 This Section sets out a response to the transport related ECC comments on the overall 

movement strategy. 

ECC Comment: It is suggested that the objective of the strategy is to deliver the transport 

elements of the Vision i.e., A Livewell Community (Inclusive Neighbourhoods) and 

Carbon Zero Neighbourhood (Circular Economy, Active Travel, Enhanced Connections) 

and meet the TCPA Garden City Principles too. It is to facilitate a culture of sustainable, 

minimum-CO2 and healthy travel behaviour, while achieving good social, economic and 

environmental outcomes. The Garden City Transport Principle, which should be set out 

here, is: Integrated and accessible transport systems, with walking, cycling and public 

transport designed to be the most attractive forms of local transport. 

3.2 Response: This is fully accepted and is consistent with the overall objectives, set out in 

Appendix A1 and the subsequent detailed appendices. 

ECC Comment: It would be appropriate to make reference to active travel generally (not 

just for recreational purposes) playing a part in the health of community. 

3.3 Response: This is fully accepted and is referenced in Appendix A1. 

ECC Comment: The transport network needs to perform well through all stages of the 

development, as well as in the long term. Given the multiple OPAs and external factors 

(e.g., the CNEB, neighbouring landowner’s cooperation and new Station), this will be a 

significant challenge that should be reflected in the objective and strategies. 

3.4 Response: As set out in Appendix A5, each OPA will include for the Modal Share 

Target and also the step changes required to reach the end target, as more 

infrastructure, services and facilities come forward. Figure 1.3 demonstrates how the 

Master Plan has been prepared to allow for logical initial phases to come forward, which 

will be able to be served by non-car means. 

ECC Comment: It is not clear why it is necessary to say ‘the majority’ of the cycle 

network will be segregated from vehicular traffic? What is ‘possible’ could, conversely, 

be excessive too. Segregation of cyclists from pedestrians is a government supported 

principle, which should be the default design objective unless there are strong overriding 

reasons not to. The following is a suggested revision to the first guiding principle: 

Provision of a connected, highly accessible, safe movement network, which provides 

high quality routes for pedestrians and cyclists, with the cycle network, where practicable, 
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segregated from pedestrians and vehicular traffic (except in areas where traffic speeds 

and flows are low’. 

3.5 Response: This is addressed in the overall DFD document, explain that LTN1/20 states 

that where road speeds are 20mph and flows are low, a cyclist would generally anticipate 

to cycle safely on street. 

ECC Comment: Bus stops should be within 400m walking distance. 

3.6 Response: This is confirmed in Appendix A2. 

ECC Comment: Multiple car club cars will need to be available within a short walk of 

every home for occupiers to be assured that their transport needs are going to be met if 

they don’t keep a private vehicle themselves. 

3.7 Response: This is confirmed in Appendix A4. 

ECC Comment: Further to the Garden City Transport Principle, there needs to be a 

guiding principle here that clearly states the fundamental layout of the place favours 

walking, cycling and public transport. How is that achieved, for instance, from east to 

west with a primary street providing such direct access for cars? 

3.8 Response: The treatment of Domsey Lane, explained in paragraph 6.4, demonstrates 

that the central east to west route through the site is only accessible by non-car means 

ECC Comment: The bus only gateway-strategy must be explored and explained further. 

It would appear, for example that most of Park Farm Village (1000 dwellings?) would 

have very quick access by car to RDR1. Similarly, Great Belstead Village has short, 

direct car routes to ERW and RDR2; why would this encourage anyone get on the bus 

to the city centre (bearing in mind the walk to the bus stops too), given they have their 

own car? 

3.9 Response: Figures 1.2 and 1.3 demonstrate that this is access is limited. 

ECC Comment: Given the limited accesses to Hawthorn Village there is, perhaps, higher 

potential to make car trips much less attractive across to/from the Essex Regiment Way 

roundabout. Could one-way general traffic with contraflow bus lanes on the two accesses 

to Hawthorn Village 

3.10 Response: The access strategy with reference to Figure 1.2, shows that for journeys 

towards the new station or the Centre of Chelmsford priority from Hawthorn Village is 

afforded to non-car modes 

ECC Comment: Into the medium term at least, the exit capacities of the motor vehicle 

accesses onto the surrounding road network should be limited (e.g., with single lane 
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entry), with bus lanes as required, to balance the transport provision further in favour of 

non-car modes, as set out in the TCPA Garden City transport guidance. Land to increase 

exit capacity should be reserved for use in the longer term, only if agreed mode share 

targets are achieved and demand materialises following all the other sustainable 

transport interventions and safety being the primary consideration. 

3.11 Response: This is a matter for the OPA’s but is noted. 

ECC Comment: It is noted that the images are to be updated, which is good because 

they don’t show all the Movement network adequately. Of note is the absence of the 

primary and secondary walking and cycling networks. 

All access points (including pedestrian and cyclist ones) should be shown with clear 

definition of which modes will be provided for. This will include from the CNEB and ERW 

and any crossings of them. 

3.12 Response: This is shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. 

ECC Comment: The Principle Means of Vehicular Access as set out in the SoCG (2.8) 

included only two new intermediate junctions with the RDR2, which is what is expected, 

not four. 

3.13 Response: See Section 6 in relation to details of RDR2. 

ECC Comment: The Manual for Streets recommended user hierarchy – pedestrian, 

cyclist, bus users, specialist service vehicles, other motor traffic – should be considered 

in order and conclusions shown at this stage in this design stage of CGC. As noted 

above, some of the ‘leisure trails’ shown on the illustrative masterplan should be to 

adoptable specification, as they’re of strategic importance for active travel within and 

through the OPA areas. The streets on the ‘Road Hierarchy’ plan are all shown 

overlaying the independent these routes without justification; by default, priority should 

go to pedestrian/ cycle routes that cross streets and only change to vehicular priority 

where appropriate and necessary. How ‘appropriate and necessary’ is determined 

should be described for consideration. 

3.14 Response: The priority is fully accepted as shown in Section 1 and Appendix A1 of the 

DFD Evidence Base.  

ECC Comment: The central east-west spine road between the new Essex Regiment 

Way Roundabout and Hawthorn Village must not become a barrier to north-south active 

travel 
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3.15 Response: Figure 1.2 shows that this is only a non-car corridor for movements between 

Hawthorn Village and ERW and that north to south active mode movements would be 

accommodated through clear crossing points commensurate with the flows. 
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4 Land Budget Plan 

4.1 This Section sets out a response to the transport related ECC comments on the Land 

Budget Plan. 

ECC Comment: A bus gate is shown in the middle of Domsey Lane. This is inconsistent 

with the IMP but may have overriding merit in terms of reducing vehicular traffic between 

ERW and areas to the east. The accesses off Domsey Lane and Pratts Farm Lane 

should be shown as such on the access parameter plan. 

4.2 Response: See details of Domsey Lane in Section 6. 

ECC Comment: Suitable convenient, access must be provided to the CVP&R terminal 

to make it as easy as possible for CGC residents to access it by walking/cycling (/other 

micro mobility mode if legal), including from buses that pass within 800m of but not 

accessing it. This will be a new access to show too. 

4.3 Response: The Active Mode connections are shown in principle on the Land Budget 

Plan and would be developed in further detail through the OPA 

ECC Comment: Further details of the access from the east of Channels are required for 

consideration. 

4.4 Response: Access from Channels will be restricted to non-car modes 

ECC Comment: It is noted that the access between RDR1 roundabouts 3 and 4 was not 

envisaged in the SoCG. Further detail is required. It will only be considered if restricted 

to left-in, left-out manoeuvres. This will prevent two-way bus services from the Station. 

4.5 Response: Further detail will be provided at the OPA. The amendment relates to ECC 

Changes required for the NE Bypass Phase 1, which form part of minuted meetings. The 

OPA will consider whether a right turn for buses only could be provided. 

ECC Comment: A grade separated crossing for pedestrians and cyclists is expected to 

the west of Roundabout 4, which would be an access. The SoCG clearly states the 

principle means of vehicular access is to be via a new Gateway junction with the A130, 

Essex Regiment Way – referred to as roundabout 11 - between the existing Pratts Farms 

Lane roundabout and Wheelers Hill roundabout. The Pratts Lane Roundabout shall only 

provide access to the OPA area for buses and non-motorised users to avoid prejudicing 

the Park and Ride service. The only new vehicular access off Pratts Farm Lane 

roundabout that will be considered is a bus only one; therefore, if the ‘CGC Innovation 

Hub’ (employment site) is to be retained south of the CVP&R, it will need to be accessed 
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from internal streets. ECC’s clear view is that the employment site should be located to 

the north of CVP&R (as previously proposed) to minimise vehicular traffic on internal 

streets leading to this area and the need for larger carriageways as a result. 

Intensification of use of Pratts Farm Lane itself by vehicles will not be acceptable either. 

4.6 Response: The Grade Separated pedestrian and cycle route is allowed for in the 

Beaulieu Movement Strategy. The drawings restrict access from the Pratts Farm 

Roundabout as proposed. 

ECC Comment: The rationale for the locations and sizes of the village centres, mobility 

hubs and large employment areas is not entirely clear with respect to active travel 

ambitions. A spatial analysis model should be presented to quantify where the optimum 

walking catchment distribution of the three village centres would be and what it is ‘as 

proposed’. By simple inspection, it would appear that Great Belstead and Willow Hill 

should be east and south of the respective primary schools for this reason and to take 

better advantage of the primary cycle routes. This would make it easier for active travel 

mode trips and less attractive for car trips. At present, area HA-7 which is the most central 

to the three villages would be some 800m from a local centre. 

4.7 Response: The final details will be contained in the OPA. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show how 

internal priority has been given to active modes. 

ECC Comment: The Great Belstead Village Local centre is clearly aimed at providing 

for motor car borne customers (with a prominent car park to the front like Beaulieu’s it 

could be suspected too). It is not clear that there would be significant synergy with the 

Chelmer Valley Park and Ride site as a rational for its present location. As presented, it 

would be approximately 1800m to walk to Willow Hill Village local centre (via the mid 

Domsey Lane crossing) and 1600m to Park Farm local centre (via the south Domsey 

Lane crossing) from Great Belstead Village. Willow Hill and Park Farm are 1200m apart. 

Similarly, Willow Hill’s local centre is clearly not in the ideal location for the local walking 

and cycling trips. 

4.8 Response: The restrictions on vehicle movements through the bus only sections, 

provide an advantage to active and non-car modes in accessing the majority of facilities. 

There will be locations where there is not a bus/cycle only section between a unit and a 

mobility hub, but the restrictions and incentives will be a factor in usage. 

ECC Comment: Park Farm Village would appear to have the largest potential walking 

catchment including north Beaulieu but appears tiny in comparison to Great Belstead 

with no retail; is this rational? It is also remote from the secondary mobility hub, which is 

on a primary street. It is suggested the mobility hub and centre should be close together. 
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4.9 Response: The Mobility Hub has been repositioned. 

ECC Comment: Changes to avoid any need for buses to cross the CNEB at the RDR2 

interchange should be considered, as this will always be an area of low patronage. 

Moreover, only one mobility hub is shown, which it appears may be insufficient. It is 

suggested that the hub for the sports pitches could be at the north end of Hawthorn 

Village, which would make it more accessible by residents. 

4.10 Response: The Bus Strategy does allow for buses to use RDR2 and therefore provide 

for convenient access to stops. 

ECC Comment: Grade separated crossings cannot be ruled out at this stage on the 

RDR2 to provide safe connectivity to the parcels north of it. If not done already, the 

feasibility of changing the alignment of RDR2, making it more sinuous perhaps, to 

accommodate all the residential development wanted to the south of it, should be 

investigated, as this will reduce the costs and or risk of people crossing it. 

4.11 Response: See Section 6 in relation to details of RDR2. 
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5 Illustrative Masterplan 

5.1 This Section sets out a response to the transport related ECC comments on the 

Illustrative Masterplan. 

ECC Comment: Walking distances between residential parcels and destinations within 

the CGC area need to be reviewed. This should be through the Walking and Cycling 

Strategy. 

5.2 Response: Appendix A3 provides an isochrones plan showing the distances.  

ECC Comment: Further detailed transport assessment of this overall masterplan layout 

is needed to evidence how well the Garden City Transport Principle (GCTP) would be 

achieved by it. A piecemeal approach, using OPA Transport Assessments, may miss 

critical opportunities, for example within individual villages as they aren’t all under a 

single developer. 

5.3 Response: This is addressed in Appendix A5. 

ECC Comment: As it stands, the highway authority does not agree to all nine accesses 

apparently proposed off the RDR2. This includes minor accesses to the parcels north, 

junctions with Domsey Lane and the four primary streets as well. The SGS4 SoCG plan 

envisaged only two accesses off the RDR2. Every access will have impacts on its 

strategic traffic movement performance and safety risks, which need to be considered 

carefully. The explanation of why compromising on these should be accepted needs to 

be set out in the Overall Movement Strategy. 

5.4 Response: See Section 6. 

ECC Comment: It is further suggested that the four primary street accesses proposed 

off the RDR2 would work against the GCTP by enabling most of the northern area to 

have unrestricted, quick car access to the major roads, undermining the reasons for the 

bus gateways proposed. 

5.5 Response: This is not accepted, as shown in Section 6 and from Figures 1.1 to 1.3, 

because priority to the key destinations is by non-car modes. 

5.6 ECC Comment: The advantages and disadvantages of the strategy behind the 

proposed bus only gateways need to be thoroughly assessed and explained in the 

Movement Strategy. As it is, while the bus only gateways shown restrict some car 

movements, most potential car trips within the OPAs’ area would not be restricted 

5.7 Response: See Appendix A2. 
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6 Detailed Access Strategy 

6.1 This section considers further access comments as they relate to RDR2/Domsey Lane 

and ERW. Considering each in turn: 

RDR2 

6.2 Detailed modelling is being commissioned to consider the traffic flows commensurate 

with the Modal Share Targets. Bearing the mind the relief to ERW afforded by the NE 

Bypass Phase 1 and demonstrated in the planning application, the use of RDR2 is not 

anticipated to be of a level that would not support a) at grade crossings and b) priority 

junctions. 

6.3 The final details of the RDR2 will be addressed through the OPA and the detailed 

application for RDR2 (this will include for the corridor details setting out how cycle 

provision on the corridor will be made in accordance with LTN1/20 criteria). However, 

the access strategy, which is repeated in Figure 6.1 is consistent with a series of access 

points onto RDR2 as the strategy reinforces the function of the ERWSTC. 

 

Figure 6.1: Access by Parcels  
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Domsey Lane 

6.4 The final treatment of Domsey Lane, will be addressed through the OPA, but the role as 

set out in the DFD Evidence Base is: 

 To form the entry to the cycle corridor through to Great Leighs/Braintree as set out 

in Appendix A3 

 To restrict the east to west crossing of Domsey Lane, to non-car modes as shown 

illustratively in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2: Domsey Lane Access 

Essex Regiment Way 

6.5 As set out in Appendix A3, the ERWSTC performs a central part of the strategy. 

6.6 The access strategy limits access to ERW as shown in Figure 6.1 and uses new junction 

11, as the vehicle access with Pratts Farm restricted in its use. 
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7 Conclusion  

7.1 The DFD Evidence Base Appendix A1, which considers Modal Share Targets, 

Appendix A2, which sets out the Outline Bus Strategy, Appendix A3 which sets out the 

walking and cycling strategy and Appendix A4, which sets out the Parking Strategy are 

part of a clear hierarchy which priorities Active Modes and then Non-Car Modes. 

7.2 This Appendix which considers the access strategy, explains how access has been 

developed fully in line with the aims and objectives of the DFD and the appendices 

outlined in Paragraph 7.1. 



 

 

 

 

 
 


